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NHRTL appreciates the announced plan of the US Supreme Court to hear the case of Ayotte v. 

Planned Parenthood, 04-1144, in the fall.   “The abortion profiteers want to operate behind the backs of 

conscientious parents and guardians,” said NH Right to Life President Ed Holdgate, “and they are 

maliciously pinning their hopes on an ill-defined ‘health exception’.   The unholy contraceptive-

abortion alliance already denies they taunt young teenagers into sexual behaviors, already denies the 

humanity of the resulting unborn children, already denies their treacherous profit motive, and now 

seeks to deny parents any knowledge of a crisis in a teenagers’ life," he continued. 

Pro-life volunteers have earnestly worked on getting the pro-family legislators elected, getting the 

Parental Notification legislation through the House and Senate, and then celebrating the signature of 

then Gov. Craig Benson.   However, US District Court Judge Joseph DeClerico decided he knew better 

than the rest of us.   Thankfully, DeClerico’s judicial bosses suspect something wrong and aim to 

review it. 

“The sinister liberal elements have enjoyed a field day decimating Western culture under the banner, 

‘Separation of Church and State,’” said Holdgate.   “If they are successful with the US Supreme Court, 

their new banner could be, ‘Separation of Parent and Child’ because it applies to the pro-abortion 

industry in so many ways.”   Instead, we hope, the rabid pro-abortion crowd notices that their heyday 

is coming to a close.   Indeed, in due time, humanity shall categorize abortion on demand alongside 

crimes like genocide, infanticide, cannibalism, virgin sacrifice, and slavery.   Until that day, NH Right 

to Life stands ready to defend all innocent human life from the moment of conception to natural death. 
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